SGSDC Open Show 2nd June 2014 Judge: Graeme Stevenson
STOCK COAT
Baby Puppy Dog
1:

Cantara Quikstitch
CH USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Promising
BRADWINS VENUS MOONSHINE

Well proportioned black and gold puppy, stands with very good expression, very good pigment and
colour, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, well laid croup that could be slightly longer, good
forechest development, very good forequarter angulation, very good hindquarter angulation, very
good underchest, stands correct in front, moves correct going, correct coming, good movement, back
remains firm, quite good sequence of steps for a dog of this age.

Puppy Dog
1:

Westfield Yahoo
FAKIR VOM HENRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Promising
CH WESTFIELD SITA

Puppy 6 months, stands with level wither, firm back, just slightly stretched in proportions, well laid
croup that could be just a little bit longer, very good head and expression, very good eye colour, touch
short in neck, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be just slightly longer and better
angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good fore, good underchest development, stands correct in
front, moves just slightly close going, correct coming, good movement where the back remains firm,
would like to see a little bit freer forehand movement and a little bit more powerful drive in the puppy.
2:

Siegerheims Quincy Jones (Imp Aust)
HATTO VON HUHNEGRAB (IMP GER)

Very Promising
ZANDRAC MYSTERIOUS WAYS

Medium size, medium strong puppy, just slightly stretched proportions, good head and expression
possessing a dark eye, left ear still needs to firm up, stands with normal withers, firm back, the croup
is of good lay but slightly short, good fore, very good underchest development, good forequarter
angulation, very good hindquarter angulation, just slightly short in lower thigh, stands correct in front,
moves just slightly wide going, correct coming, good movement with good reach and drive,
maintaining wither height and firmness in back.

Junior Dog
1:

Aktahund Take Manhatton
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Very Good Select
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

1 year 9 months. 65cm. Large, medium strong dog, slightly stretched proportions, very good head and
expression, medium eye colour, just slightly short in neck, high wither, firm straight back, croup is of
good lay but slightly short, good forechest development, good underchest development, good
forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation, stands correct in front, moves correct going, moves correct coming, very good movement
with good reach and drive, maintaining wither height and firmness in back.
2:

Boldova of Taimana
YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good
AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS (IMP AUS)

1 year 1 month. 65cm. Large, slightly stretched dog of good proportions, very good masculine head,
medium eye colour, slightly short neck, high wither, firm back, croup is just slightly short and slightly
steep, good fore and good underchest development, good forequarter angulation, the upper arm is of
good length but needs to be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front,
moves correct coming and going, dog displays good movement, maintaining wither height, would like
to see a little bit freer movement in the fore and hindquarter and a little bit better balance in gait.

3:

Sonnenschein Eye of Vegas
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Good
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM

1 year. 64cm. Above medium size, medium strong dog of good proportions, very good head and
expression, good length of neck, stands with a high wither, firm back, croup is well laid, slightly short,
good fore, good underchest development, good forequarter angulation, the upper arm could be longer
and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, moves correct going,
correct coming, displays good movement, back remains firm, would like to see a little freer movement
in the fore reach and the hindquarter drive.

Intermediate Dog
1:

Ch Acarya Quite a Fakir
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Excellent
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS (IMP AUS)

65cm. Large, medium strong dog, slightly stretched proportions, very good head and expression, dark
eye colour, very good masking, very good length of neck, normal wither, firm back, croup is just
slightly short, slightly steep, very good forechest development, very good forequarter angulation, very
good hindquarter angulation, very good underchest development, stands slightly deep in chest,
moves correct going, correct coming, elbows need final firmness, on movement has very good
sequence of steps on the walk, during gait has free flowing movement maintaining good wither height
and firmness in back.
2:

Heathcote Hot to Trot
SUNHAZE POKER CHIP (IMP AUST)

Excellent
HEATHCOTE DRAMA QUEEN

65.5cm. Very large, medium strong, sable dog of good proportions, very good masculine head,
medium eye colour, good length of neck, stands with normal wither, firm back, well laid croup that
could be slightly longer, good fore, good underchest development, just slightly short in underchest,
good forequarter angulation, would like to see the upper arm slightly longer and better angled, very
good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, moves correct coming and going, good
movement, wither height maintained, good firmness in back, would like to see a bit freer reach, the
drive is good but the dog tends to fall a touch on the forehand.

New Zealand Bred Dog
1:

Ch Zetland Mad Max
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER

Excellent
CH ZETLAND HELLFIRE

4 years. 65cm. Large, medium strong, masculine dog of very good type, very good expression, dark
eye, very good length of neck, high wither, firm back, croup is of good length, just slightly steep, very
good forequarter angulation, very good hindquarter angulation, good fore, very good underchest
development, moves correct going, hocks need final firmness, correct coming, elbows need final
firmness and to be tighter, dog displays very good movement, very good reach and drive transmitted
through a firm back, maintaining a high wither.
2:

Hundmeister Bring It On
SKRIVER'S XATO (IMP SWE)

Excellent
STATTLICH HALEYS COMET

5 year 11 months. 64cm. Above medium size, medium strong dog, overall good proportions, good
masculine head, medium eye colour, normal wither, firm back, croup is of good lay, just slightly short,
good fore, very good hindquarter angulation, good fore, good underchest development, stands correct
in front, moves correct going, correct coming, elbows need to firm, displays good movement where
the reach should be more effective and more freer, very good drive, just falls slightly on the forehand
on movement.
3:

Brojan Rolling Stone
SKRIVER'S XATO (IMP SWE)

Very Promising
BROJAN EXTREME

61cm. Below medium size, medium strong dog of slightly stretched proportions, very good masculine
head and medium eye colour, stands with good length of neck, normal wither, firm back, croup is of
good lay but short, good forechest development, good underchest development, just slightly deep in
chest, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be longer and better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, moves just slightly wide going, correct coming, good
movement where the wither height should be maintained just a little bit higher, back remains firm,
good reach and drive, would like to see a bit freer reach and more powerful drive.

Open Dog
1:

Ch Bradwins Lord Jester
INGO VOM FRANKENGOLD (IMP GER)

Excellent
CH ICCARA PANACHE (IMP AUST)

9 years 6 months. 63cm. Medium size, strong dog of very good proportions, for his age he is very well
presented, very good masculine head and expression, dark eye, very good length of neck, high
wither, firm back, well laid croup of good length, very good forechest development, very good
underchest development, very good forequarter angulation, very good hindquarter angulation, stands
correct in front, moves correct going, hocks could be firmer, moves correct coming, displays very
good movement with very good reach and drive transmitted through a firm back, maintaining very
good wither height.
2:

Acarya Quortda Fakir
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Excellent
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS (IMP AUS)

2 years 10 months. 65cm. Large, medium strong dog of very good proportions, very good head and
expression, very good eye colour, good length of neck, stands with a high wither, firm back, well laid
croup of good length, very good forechest development, good underchest development, very good
fore, very good hindquarter angulation, just slightly deep in the hindquarter, stands just slightly east
west in front, moves just slightly close going, correct coming, elbows need final firmness, dog
displays very good movement transmitted through a firm back with very good reach and drive.
3:

Kriegerhund Jake the Muss
BROJAN EXTRA SPECIAL

Excellent
KRIEGERHUND FABERGE

4 years 4 months. 65cm. Large, medium strong masculine dog of just slightly stretched proportions,
very good masculine head, dark eye, good length of neck, normal wither, firm back, croup is well laid
but slightly short, good fore, good underchest development, good forequarter angulation where the
upper arm could be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in
front, moves just slightly close going, correct coming, very good movement transmitted through a firm
back, maintaining wither height.

Baby Puppy Bitch
1:

LaRycia Its Complicated
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Promising
CH LARYCIA ELUSIVE DREAM

3.5 months female of very good type and proportions, very good head and expression, dark eye,
medium strong, stands with normal wither, firm back, well laid croup of good length, good fore and
underchest development, good forequarter angulation, very good hindquarter angulation, stands
correct in front, just slightly close going, correct coming, displays very good balanced movement
transmitted through a firm back with a very good sequence of steps.
2:

LaRycia Its Meant To Be
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Promising
CH LARYCIA ELUSIVE DREAM*

Medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions, very good head and expression, dark eye,
high wither, firm back, well laid croup of very good length, very good forequarter very good
hindquarter angulation, good forechest development, very good underchest development, stands
correct in front, moves correct going, correct coming, displays very good movement, good sequence
of steps, maintaining wither height.
3:

LaRycia Hell Hath No Fury
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Promising
LARYCIA FOOLISH DREAM

5 months. Medium strong baby puppy bitch of good type and proportions, very good head and
expression, dark eye, ears still need to firm, normal wither, firm back, croup is well laid but should be
slightly longer, good fore and very good underchest development, good forequarter angulation, very
good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, moves just slightly close going, hocks still need
to firm, moves just slightly wide coming, displays good movement transmitted through a firm back
with good reach and drive.
4:

LaRycia I've Got You
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Promising
CH LARYCIA ELUSIVE DREAM

Medium strong, well coloured female of good type, very good head and expression, dark eye, stands
with normal wither, firm back, croup is slightly short, slightly steep, good fore and good underchest
development, good forequarter angulation, upper arm needs to be slightly longer and better angled,

very good hindquarter angulation, moves just slightly loose going, just a touch cow hocked, moves
just slightly wide coming, displays good movement, maintaining wither height and firmness of back.

Puppy Bitch
1:

Klausenburg G-Know-Me
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Promising
KLAUSENBURG DAWN-RAIDER

Medium strong, female sable puppy of good type and proportions, very good feminine head with
medium eye colour, slightly short neck, normal wither, firm back, croup is of good length and lay, good
forechest development, very good underchest development, good forequarter angulation where the
upper arm needs to be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in
front, moves correct going, hocks are firm, moves correct coming, shows good movement transmitted
through a firm back, maintaining wither height with good reach and drive.
2:

Aktahund All Taken
CH OAKWAY QUIZ MASTER

Very Promising
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

7 months, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions, good head and expression, very
good masking, eye colour should be darker, good length of neck, normal withers, firm back, croup is
of good length, just slightly flat, good forechest development, very good underchest development,
good forequarter angulation, upper arm should be longer and better angled, good hindquarter
angulation, stands correct in front, moves correct going, correct coming, shows good movement
transmitted through a firm back.
3:

Heathcote Katie Girl
CH USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Promising
HEATHCOTE FAMOUS STAR

Medium strong female of good type and proportions, good head and expression where the eye should
be darker, good length of neck, normal wither, firm back, croup is of good length but slightly steep,
good forechest, good underchest development, just slightly short in underchest, good forequarter
angulation where the upper arm needs to be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation, should be just slightly more developed in chest proportions, moves just slightly close
going, just slightly cow hocked, moves slightly wide coming, shows good movement maintaining
wither height and firmness in back.
4:

Keine Freida von Gavarol
SUNHAZE POKER CHIP (IMP AUS)

Very Promising
YASSI VON GAVAROL

Medium strong sable female, just slightly stretched proportions, very good head and expression,
medium eye colour, level wither, firm back, slightly short, slightly steep croup, good forequarter
angulation where the upper arm needs to be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation, good forechest and very good underchest development, stands correct in front, moves
close going, correct coming, bitch is presented in slightly heavy condition, shows good movement
transmitted through a firm back but attitude and enthusiasm needs to be improved.

Junior Bitch
1:

Beat The Odds of Taimana
YESTER VON FEUERMELDER (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good Select
AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS (IMP AUS)

59cm. Medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched bitch of very good type, very good feminine
head and expression with a dark eye, good length of neck, stands with a normal wither, firm back,
croup is slightly short, slightly steep, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be
longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good forechest and very good underchest
development, stands correct in front, moves just slightly close going, correct coming, shows good
movement transmitted through a firm back.
2:

Zetland Nikita
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER

Very Good Select
CH ZETLAND HELLFIRE

1 yr 9 months. 60.5cm. Medium strong, large female of good type and proportions, very good head
and expression, medium eye colour, good length of neck, stands with a normal wither, firm back,
croup is well moulded but could be a little bit longer, good forequarter angulation, very good
hindquarter angulation, good forechest development, good underchest development, stands correct in
front, moves just slightly close going, correct coming, shows very good ground covering movement
transmitted through a firm back, very good reach and drive.

3:

Sonnenschein Empress Pam

Very Good
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM

VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

1 year, 61cm. Very large, medium strong bitch of good type and proportions, very good feminine head
with dark eye, stands with a level wither, firm back, croup is slightly short and slightly steep, good
forequarter angulation, the upper arm needs to be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation, good forechest development, good underchest development, just a touch short in
underchest, stands correct in front, moves correct going, correct coming, elbows need to firm, shows
good movement transmitted through a firm back.
4:

Booty Call of Taimana
YESTER VOM FEUERMELDER (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Good
AIMSWAY LASS VEGAS (IMP AUS)

1 year 1 month, 60cm. Medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions, very well coated, very
good head and expression with a dark eye, stands with a normal wither, firm back, croup is well laid,
should be slightly longer, good forequarter angulation, upper arm needs to be longer and better
angled, very good hindquarter angulation, very good forechest development, good underchest
development, underchest is just a touch short, stands correct in front, moves correct going, correct
coming, elbows need to be firmer, displays very good ground covering gait transmitted through a firm
back.
5:

Sonnenschein Envy Me
VEGAS VON DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Very Good
ACARYA PANDEMONIUM

1 year. 61cm. Large, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions, very good head and
expression, dark eye, very good length of neck, high wither, firm back, well laid croup that could be
longer, good forequarter angulation, upper arm needs to be longer and better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation, good forechest development, good underchest development, stands correct
in front, moves correct going, just slightly wide coming, shows very good ground covering gait
transmitted through a firm back.
6:

Aktahund Take A Moment
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Very Good
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

1 year 9 months. 58.5 cm. Above medium size, medium strong sable bitch of good type and
proportions, very good head and expression, dark eye, good length of neck, stands with a high wither,
firm back, croup is slightly short, slightly steep, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm
needs to be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, just slightly long in lower
thigh, good forechest development, good underchest development, just slightly short in underchest,
stands correct in front, moves correct going, correct coming, shows very good movement transmitted
through a firm back.
7.

Heathcote Justsobeautiful
BLACKCREST FROM A FAR

Very Good
HEATHCOTE DRAMA QUEEN

1 year 6 months. 59cm. Above medium size, medium strong bitch of just slightly stretched
proportions, good feminine head, medium eye colour, just slightly short in neck, stands with a high
wither, firm back, the croup is just slightly short, slightly steep, good forequarter angulation, the upper
arm needs to be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good forechest
development, very good underchest development, stands correct in front, moves correct going, hocks
need to firm, correct coming, final firmness in elbows needs to be acquired, shows good movement
transmitted through a firm back.

Intermediate Bitch
1:

Ch Acarya Quick Fire
FAKIR VOM HEINRICHPLATZ (IMP GER TO AUS)

Excellent
CH AIMSWAY QUICK TRICKS

2 years 10 months. 59.5cm. Large, medium strong bitch of very good type and proportions, very good
head and expression, medium eye colour, very good length of neck, high wither, firm back, well laid
croup that could be slightly longer, very good forequarter angulation, very good hindquarter
angulation, very good fore and underchest development, stands correct in front, presented in very
good condition, moves just slightly close going, correct coming, elbows need to be firmer, very good
ground covering gait transmitted through a firm back, maintains wither height.

2:

Brojan Taboo
KRIEGERHUND JAKE THE MUSS

Excellent
BROJAN PISCHA

2 years 4 months. 60.5cm. Large, medium strong bitch of good type and proportions, very good
feminine head, medium eye colour, good length of neck, stands with a high wither, firm back, croup
could be just a little bit longer and better angled, good forequarter angulation, the upper arm could be
longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, very good forechest development, good
underchest development, stands correct in front, moves correct going, moves correct coming, elbows
need to be firmer, displays very good movement transmitted through a firm back.
3:

Sonnenschein Dequila
EROS VOM FRANKENGOLD (IMP GER)

Excellent
SONNENSCHEIN COS I AM

2 years 3 months, 60cm.Large medium strong bitch, just slightly stretched proportions, very good
feminine head, medium eye colour, good length of neck, stands with normal wither, firm back, croup
is slightly short and slightly steep, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm needs to be
longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good forechest development, good
underchest development, stands correct in front, moves just slightly close going, hocks need to be
firmer, moves correct coming, elbows need to be firmer, shows very good ground covering gait
transmitted through a firm back.

New Zealand Bred Bitch
1:

Heathcote Famous Star
SUNHAZE POKER CHIP (IMP AUS)

Excellent
HEATHCOTE DRAMA QUEEN

3 year 3 months 59.5cm. Large, medium strong sable bitch of very good type and proportions, very
good head and expression, dark eye, good length of neck, stands with a high wither, firm back, well
laid croup that could be a little bit longer, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be
longer and better angled, very good hind quarter angulation, good forechest development, very good
underchest development, stands correct in front, moves correct going, just slightly wide coming,
displays very good ground covering gait with very good reach and drive, wither height is maintained,
back remains firm.
2:

Aktahund True Story
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Very Good
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

1 year 9 months. 59.5cm. Above medium size, medium strong bitch of stretched proportions, very
good head and expression, medium eye colour, very good length of neck, high wither, firm back,
croup is just slightly short, slightly steep, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm is slightly
short and could be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good forechest development,
good underchest development, stands correct in front, moves wide going, moves slightly wide
coming, displays good ground covering gait, falls slightly on the forehand, wither height needs to be
maintained a little bit higher.
3:

Aktahund True That
CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

Very Good
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

1 year 9 months, 61cm. Very large, medium strong, sable female of good type and proportions, very
good expressive head and medium eye colour, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, well laid
croup that could be a little longer, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be longer
and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good forechest development, good underchest
development, just slightly short in underchest, stands correct in front, moves correct going, moves
correct coming, displays very good ground covering gait transmitted through a firm back and wither
height maintained.
4:

Hundmeister Have It Your Way
KRIEGERHUND JAKE THE MUSS

Very Good
STATTLICH HALEYS COMET

1 year 8 months. 58.5cm. Above medium size, medium strong bitch of good type and proportions,
very good head and expression, eye colour could be darker, very good length of neck, normal wither,
firm back, croup is well laid but needs to be longer, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm
is quite steep, needs to be better angled and longer, very good hindquarter angulation, good
forechest development, good underchest development, just slightly short in underchest and chest
proportions need to be a little bit better developed, stands correct in front, moves slightly wide going,
correct coming, displays good ground covering gait where wither height is maintained, back remains
firm.

Open Bitch
1:

Bradwins Venus Moonshine
OB CH & CH BRADWINS SLY HIGHLANDER CDX

Excellent
CH ICCARA PANACHE (IMP AUS)*

6 years 8 months, 60cm. Large, medium strong black and gold bitch of very good type and
proportions, very good head and expression, dark eye, good length of neck, high wither, firm back,
croup is well moulded but needs to be longer, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm
needs to be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good forechest development,
very good underchest development, stands correct in front, moves just slightly close going, correct
coming, elbows need final firmness, very good ground covering movement transmitted through a firm
back maintaining wither height.
2:

Aktahund Keep Takin All
KANTENNA HUNTER (IMP AUS)

Excellent
GRAF EDELMANN TAKIN ALL

3 years 5 months, 59.5cm. Large sable female of good type and proportions, very good head and
expression, medium eye colour, good length of neck, stands with a high wither, firm back, croup is of
good lay but needs to be longer, very good forequarter angulation where the upper arm needs to be
longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and very good underchest
development, stands correct in front, moves slightly wide going, just slightly wide coming, very good
ground covering gait, transmitted through a firm back, maintaining very good wither height, very good
reach and drive.
3:

Oldfields Kelly
STATTLICH GOLD RUSH

Excellent
SEIGEN NEXT EDITION (IMP AUST)

6 years 11 months. 59cm. Above medium size, medium strong sable female, very good type and
proportions, very good head and expression, dark eye, good length of neck, normal withers, firm
back, croup is slightly short and slightly steep, good forequarter angulation, upper arm could be
slightly longer and beer angled, very good hindquarter angulation, very good fore and very good
underchest development, stands correct in front, moves correct going, correct coming, very good
ground covering movement transmitted through a firm back, maintaining wither height.
4:

Zetland Madam Mya
CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER

Excellent
CH ZETLAND HELLFIRE

4 years 58.5cm. Above medium size, medium strong, black and gold bitch of good type and just
slightly stretched proportions, very good head and expression, medium eye colour, good length of
neck, normal withers, firm back, croup is slightly short, slightly steep, good forequarter angulation
where the upper arm needs to be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, long
upper thigh and lower thigh, good forechest development, good underchest development, stands
correct in front, moves correct going, moves correct coming, good ground covering gait maintaining
wither height and firmness in back.
5:

Klausenburg Espresso
ENG & NZ CH PHILIP AUS DER NEUENHAUFSTRASSE (IMP GER)

Excellent
KLAUSENBURG CAPPUCCINO

5 years 7 months. 60.5cm. Large, sable, good type and slightly stretched proportions, very good head
and expression, dark eye, good length of neck, stands with normal wither, firm back, well laid but
croup could be slightly longer, good forequarter angulation, upper arm could be longer and better
angled, very good hindquarter angulation, very good forechest development, very good underchest
development, stands correct in front, moves correct going, moves correct coming, very good ground
covering gait maintaining wither height and firmness in back, very good reach and drive.
6:

Aimsway Lass Vegas (Imp Aust)
VEGAS VAN DONGMIRAN (IMP NETH TO AUS)

Excellent
AIMSWAY WINNEE

3 years 10 months, 61cm. Very large black and gold bitch of good proportions, very good head and
expression, dark eye colour, good length of neck, normal withers, firm back, croup is short and steep,
good forequarter angulation where the upper arm needs to be longer and better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation, good forechest development, very good underchest development, slightly
deep in chest, stands correct in front, moves correct going, correct coming, displays very good ground
covering gait where the back remains firm, maintains wither height.

LONG STOCK COAT
JUNIOR DOG
1:

Ch Brojan Ultimate Storm

Very Good Select
BROJAN KENTUCKY ROSE

CH ZETLAND MANHATTON

1 yr 5 months. 65cm. Large black and gold long stock coat, very good head and expression, very
good masking, would like to see the eye darker, very good length of neck, high wither, firm back,
well laid croup of good length, good forequarter angulation, the upper arm could be slightly longer and
better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good forechest development, good underchest
development, stands correct in front, moves correct going, moves correct coming, displays very good
movement with very good reach and drive maintained through a firm back, maintains wither height.

OPEN DOG
1:

Reichund ACDC

Excellent
REICHUND ORR-SOME

CH REICHUND MEET YA MAKER

5 yr 7 months. 66cm. Very large, strong dog of just slightly stretched proportions, very good head and
expression, dark eye colour, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, croup is slightly steep but of
good length, good forequarter angulation, would like to see the upper arm slightly longer and better
angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good forechest development, good underchest
development, slightly short in underchest, stands correct in front, moves just slightly close behind,
hocks need to be firmer, moves correct coming, elbows still need final firmness, displays very good
movement with very good reach and drive maintained through a firm back, maintains wither height,
displays very good movement, maintained through a firm back with good reach and drive.

PUPPY BITCH
1:

Reichund Ohso Devius
CH ACARYA QUITE A FAKIR

Very Promising
GLENNKA YANA

Above medium size, medium strong sable female of very good type and proportions, very good head
and expression, medium eye colour, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, well laid croup of
good length, very good forequarter angulation, very good hindquarter angulation but is slightly deep,
very good forechest development, very good underchest development, stands correct in front, moves
correct going, moves just slightly wide coming, displays good ground covering gait with good reach
and drive maintaining wither height, back needs to remain firmer.
2:

Heathcote Katie Perry
CH USTINOV VOM ROMERLAND (IMP GER TO AUS)

Very Promising
HEATHCOTE FAMOUS STAR

Above medium size, medium strong sable bitch of very good type and proportions, very good head
and expression, slightly light eye, good length of neck, normal wither, firm back, croup is slightly steep
but of good length, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm needs to be longer and better
angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good forechest development, good underchest
development, stands correct in front, moves correct going, moves just slightly wide coming, displays
good ground covering gait but needs to maintain a higher wither on gait, falls slightly on the forehand.

STOCK COAT
BEST DOG:

CH ZETLAND MAD MAX

RESERVE DOG:

CH BRADWINS LORD JESTER

BEST BITCH:

BRADWINS VENUS MOONSHINE

RESERVE BITCH:

CH ACARYA QUICK FIRE

BEST OF BREED:

CH ZETLAND MAD MAX

RESERVE OF BREED:

BRADWINS VENUS MOONSHINE

BABY PUPPY OF BREED:

LARYCIA ITS COMPLICATED

PUPPY OF BREED:

WESTFIELD YAHOO

JUNIOR OF BREED:

AKTAHUND TAKE MANHATTON

INTERMEDIATE OF BREED: CH ACARYA QUICK FIRE
NZ BRED OF BREED:

CH ZETLAND MAD MAX

OPEN OF BREED:

BRADWINS VENUS MOONSHINE

LONG STOCK COAT
BEST DOG:

CH BROJAN ULTIMATE STORM

RESERVE DOG:

REICHUND ACDC

BEST BITCH:

REICHUND OHSO DEVIUS

RESERVE BITCH:

HEATHCOTE KATIE PERRY

BEST OF BREED:

CH BROJAN ULTIMATE STORM

RESERVE OF BREED:

REICHUND OHSO DEVIUS

PUPPY OF BREED:

REICHUND OHSO DEVIUS

JUNIOR OF BREED:

CH BROJAN ULTIMATE STORM

OPEN OF BREED:

REICHUND ACDC

IN SHOW AWARDS
BEST IN SHOW:

CH ZETLAND MAD MAX

RESERVE IN SHOW:

CH BROJAN ULTIMATE STORM

BABY PUPPY OF BREED:

LARYCIA ITS COMPLICATED

PUPPY OF BREED:

REICHUND OHSO DEVIUS

JUNIOR OF BREED:

CH BROJAN ULTIMATE STORM

INTERMEDIATE OF BREED: CH ACARYA QUICK FIRE
NZ BRED OF BREED:

CH ZETLAND MAD MAX

OPEN OF BREED:

BRADWINS VENUS MOONSHINE

